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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

What explains how well humans can discern synthetic media? Specifically, we ask two questions: (1) Does specialized processing of faces by the human

visual system play a role in how accurately people can detect DeepFake videos (videos with AI generated face swaps)? (2) Do incidental emotions affect

how accurately participants can detect DeepFakes?

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

The key dependent variable is based on the rating the participants share for each video–a number from 0 to 100 where 0 represents extreme confidence

the video is real and 100 represents extreme confidence the video is a DeepFake. We transform this confidence score into a new variable which is defined

as the confidence score if they are correct and 100 minus the confidence score if they are wrong. This transformed confidence score is one dependent

variable. The second dependent variable is a binary variable whether the person has a transformed confidence score of 51 or higher. We ask for

participants’ confidence twice for each video (once before giving the machine’s prediction and once after), and we will use both of these responses to

construct the two dependent variables. This makes 4 separate dependent variables which are all based on the respondents’ confidence rating.

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

There will be three specialized processing of the face treatment arms: inversion, misalignment, and occlusion. Each participant will be assigned to watch a

number of videos, and we will randomize the order in which videos are seen and randomly assign videos to be control videos (not additionally manipulated

by us with a specialized processing of the face intervention), inversion videos, misalignment videos, or occlusion videos. The randomization is conducted

within subject. The order for videos is the first video is a control, the second video is an attention check, and the rest are randomly assigned with 50% to

control and 16.67% to each of the three treatment groups. 

We will randomly assign participants to a control and anger elicitation arm, between subject. 

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

Our main analysis will be performed at the level of the individual rating (i.e. one data point per video per participant) using linear regression with standard

errors clustered on participant. We will evaluate treatment effects on participant accuracy (treatment dummies (T_1–inversion, T_2–misalignment,

T_3–occlusion, T_4_anger_elicitation, 1 if that video contained that treatment for that participant and 0 otherwise). We will also evaluate treatment effects

for the dataset on (a) all the videos (b) only real videos (c) only fake videos.

The linear regression model looks like: transformed_confidence_score ~ a + b1*T_1 + b2*T_2 + b3*T_3 + b4*T_4 + e

We hypothesize the three specialized processing of the face treatments (T_1, T_2, T_3) will lead to a decreased participant accuracy on the DeepFake

discernment task. This hypothesis is drawn from the cognitive science literature that shows humans process faces holistically (Sinha et al 2007). We

hypothesize the anger intervention will decrease participant accuracy on the discernment task. This hypothesis is drawn from recent research in psychology

(Martel, Pennycook, and Rand 2019) but other research (Lerner and Tiedens 2007) suggests the results may go in the opposite direction. 

Therefore, our key question is whether the treatments meaningfully decrease veracity discernment.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We include 1 “catch” trial of a fairly obvious DeepFake, and we will analyze that data including and excluding participants who get this “catch” trial wrong.

We will also exclude duplicate participants.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will test 300 participants on Prolific. 

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
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We will examine accuracy on the video-level and see how many videos produced above-machine performance (both numerically and using a binomial test).

We will compare machine performance to humans overall and also to the top 50%, top 25%, and top 10% based on overall accuracy.
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